
Tata� India� Men�
Shop 2/26 Rooty Hill Rd S, Rooty Hill, Australia, ROOTY HILL
+61286255335 - https://www.facebook.com/tatasindrest/

Here you can find the menu of Tatas Indian in ROOTY HILL. At the moment, there are 15 meals and drinks on
the card. You can inquire about seasonal or weekly deals via phone. What User likes about Tatas Indian:
Eating is so damn good. the service is at point and the staff is very friendly. a beautiful experience. highly

recommended for those who wish house style fijian cooked meals. Service delivery on par all time . thank you.
did read more. The restaurant and its premises are wheelchair accessible and thus reachable with a wheelchair

or physical limitations. What User doesn't like about Tatas Indian:
that is an Indian restaurant in fiji and my gush is eating excellent. we tried the goats, chili huhn and jackfruit

vegetarian court. while eating was amazing, it is ridiculously expensive and that is the only reason for the 3 stars.
if it decent price would be this restaurant packed all the time without any doubt. the only reason for the 3 stars is
for the price of food. vegetarian options: variety of vegetarian dish... read more. It's certainly always an event to
be in a typical saloon and to taste; to feel like a cowboy for once with a chilled drink and also the finger food like

crispy fries, onion rings or a delicious burger, there are also delicious vegetarian menus on the menu. Guests
also know to appreciate the utilization of traditional Indian spices .
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P�z�
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Goa� Curr�
GOAT CURRY

Condiment� an� Sauce�
CURRY
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